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There were the Vlastele^ the great nobles, and under them
the Flastelicici. Their fiefs were hereditary and commanded
jurisdiction over the peasants and serfs, though the peasants
had clearly defined rights so long as they did not meddle in
politics; the magnates even controlled the local church, as
patrons of every living that they founded. They paid a tithe
to the church and a death duty of their best armaments to the
Tsar to whom they owed military service. The Tsar, on the
other hand, summoned them to a parliament or sobor before
he could legislate and maintained a permanent council of
twenty-four of the greatest nobles. The Church organization
was officially under the Crown; but the Patriarch could
count on public support sufficiently to maintain his spiritual
freedom. The Code shows Serbia to be a preponderantly
agricultural society. The merchant classes were almost all
alien and restricted to the Adriatic cities; the mines, mostly
state-owned and worked by slave labour> employed only a
tiny section of the community. The Code itself displays a
diversity of influences. The Church law is purely Byzantine,
as are the arrangements for the bureaucracy. The commercial
law is Dalmatian in origin. Trial by jury had been introduced
by Stephen Uros II, probably in imitation of the West. The
law of the country-side is derived from the ancient customs
of the Serbs.
Serbian culture was not very high. Church architecture
flourished. At first crudely Byzantine, it had in the mid-
thirteenth century undergone an Italo-Gothic influence, due
partly to the connexion with Dalmatia and Venice, partly to
the work of Stephen Uros Fs Latin queen. By Dusan's time
it had developed its own characteristics. The architects were
probably usually Ragusans. Their buildings were funda-
mentally Byzantine but lighter, more fanciful, less classically
restrained on the outside, and inside more lavishly if more
crudely decorated. Serbian painting copied Byzantine.
Serbian literature barely existed, save for the great popular
epic-ballads that were now beginning to be sung, poetry that
owes nothing to Byzantium*
In 1355 Stephen Dusan died and his Empire crumbled,
leaving behind only a memory and an ideal that no Serbian
patriot can forget. It crumbled because it was too diverse.

